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Well, it seems like 2020 has gone on forever … we just can’t seem to catch
a break and find our footing in this crazy new world we call a pandemic.
Earlier this year I wrote of my impressions of the first months of COVID-19 reactions, then
actions, in trying to adjust to a new paradigm of life and social interaction. Not only were
our personal lives disrupted but we also had professional challenges we probably all wish
to never have to experience again.
Yet, we all seem to adjust and be more resilient because of all the disruption. Our food
supply chain markets were greatly interrupted the first few months of the shelter-in-place
order, with fast adjustments needed to keep food flowing to our supermarkets while
finding new outlets for those previously destined for commercial outlets and contracts.
The pivoting was fast and furious! And while the market has not yet fully recovered, we
have found a new stability that seems to be working.
Open up partially, then close and shut back down. The pendulum has swung so many
times that there may be a growing fatigue within ourselves. Personally, I long for the
CONTINUES ON PAGE 02 
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days when we could make a reservation at a fine restaurant and have a window
table, not one outside the window itself. While I have enjoyed some of the alfresco dining, as we move into the cooler, rainy months it will be a challenge to
find those outdoor experiences a pleasure.
Then, on top of all the adjustments for the pandemic we had the wildfires. During
the thunder and lightning storm in August, I sat at our upstairs window looking
out towards the ocean as the lightning strikes seemed to hit all around us, a full
180-degree arc of Mother Nature’s most spectacular light show. Little did I realize that
the next morning we would be waking up to the River and Carmel fires, consuming
overgrown brush almost as fast as the lightning bolts themselves. Cal Fire requested
our office to be the contact point for daily informational updates on the fire areas,
evacuations, road closures, and air quality impacts. This turned into a major effort in
getting the information coordinated from various agencies and then distributing to
our membership as well as other Ag organizations and community leaders.
Of course, the impacts of those fires on crop production are multi-level, the most
serious being smoke taint on the grape crop that was just starting to be harvested.
Unfortunately, that impact left a lot of grapes on the vines unusable. Ash also impacted
some of the vegetable crops and, in particular, the harvest crews working through that
very smokey week we experienced. We scrambled to obtain as many N-95 masks as
possible and get them distributed through the Ag Commissioner’s office quickly.
Fall doesn’t seem the same without college football, which only kicked off for
west coast (PAC-12) teams in early November (note that I am a Trojan). I’m sure
many of us miss heading to Santa Clara each weekend for a 49er game. A World
Series played only for TV, who would have thunk?
Amidst all this chaos, the Ag Partners managed to submit a comprehensive proposal
for the next iteration of the Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program, along with solid legal
and CEQA arguments. We presented this program proposal, via ZOOM, to Central
Coast Water Board Members in early September in a day-long session, followed by
five more full days of discussion and questions. This may quite possibly the most
thoroughly publicly debated Ag Order of any region in California, to date. And work on
the five groundwater sustainability plans continues with monthly meetings and issue
workshops. Water, in all forms, is now driving most conversations.

There was also a Presidential election and
some really interesting debates, tweets, and
intentional jabs at each candidate. Californians
had multiple ballot measures to make
decisions on, with the onslaught of advertising
quite overwhelming. At one time during a local
news cast, I saw five consecutive messages
for the same ballot measure, one for, one
against, one for, one against, and then another
against. Think of all the money spent on these
propositions that could have gone to much
better uses, particularly this year. But, overall,
California voters made some smart choices on
these propositions, including Prop 15.
As we wind down this year, we can’t ignore
the cold snap of early November that came
very quickly and unexpectedly, reminding
us that winter weather is coming, hopefully
with some significant rainfall. Temperatures
around freezing in many parts of the County
didn’t help those farms trying to finish up
their late harvest crops.
While the pandemic appears to be stretching
into the new year, hope is on the horizon with
vaccine news that seems encouraging. But we
can’t get complacent waiting for that solution;
we must remain vigilant with our new in-field
practices, social distancing, and PPE.
As I wish for a much better (and easier) new
year, 2021 will not be without its challenges.
Let’s hope the pace of change slows and
becomes more reasonable, and that stability
to our economy, and indeed our society,
is achieved for all. And the memories and
experiences of 2020 will hopefully fade
away quickly.
NORM GROOT IS THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR AT THE MONTEREY
COUNTY FARM BUREAU.
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Startup Uses Beneficial
Bacteria to Aid
Water Quality
WRITTEN BY: BOB JOHNSON FOR AGALERT®

Beneficial bacteria that quickly and
effectively convert tailwater nitrates into
gases could help answer an environmental
challenge facing farmers, according to
a Salinas-based startup company.
Farmers face increased regulatory
pressure to deal with nitrates that begin
in well water, increase as irrigation
flows over the nitrogen-rich topsoil and
end up in tailwater ponds or ditches.
“The advent of Ag Waiver 4.0 is going
to hit the growers hard next year,”
said John Skardon, founder and CEO
of Tailwater Systems, referring to a
regional water-quality regulation for the
Central Coast. “Growers will have to fix
nitrate contamination or pay a fine. An
alternative is recycling the runoff water.”

The company is among the startup
firms being nurtured at the Center for
Innovation & Technology that Western
Growers opened in Salinas five years ago
to encourage innovation that might help
agriculture respond to new challenges.
Although nitrate removal could go
a long way toward satisfying waterquality regulators, Skardon, whose
credentials include a doctorate from
Clemson University in chemical
engineering, said he sees his mission
primarily as helping farmers use
their resources more efficiently.
“Our company was set up to help
agriculture; we were not set up to
enforce regulations,” he said.

Tailwater Systems uses beneficial bacteria
to remove nitrates on Central Coast
farms from Castroville to Santa Barbara
County, and also in the Central Valley.

While making it more affordable to meet
demands of water quality regulators,
he said, reducing nitrates to a level
crops can tolerate may also make it
possible to recycle scarce water.

“Our flagship product is an anaerobic
nitrate removal bioreactor,” Skardon said.
“This system is capable of removing 95%
to 99% of nitrates within 90 minutes.”

“We have done work for growers in
the Central Valley, the Central Coast
and down in Santa Barbara,” Skardon
said. “The operations include row
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crops, greenhouse growers and some
berries. We can also remove salt and
other contaminants in the tailwater.
You have to knock the nitrates down
some or you will burn the vegetable
crops. Rather than flush the water down
a ditch or into the ocean, growers can
recycle the water back into the system.”
Treatment to remove salts and
nitrates could be particularly
useful in greenhouses where water
recirculates in a closed system.
“If you’re growing in substrate,
you can catch the water coming
out of the containers, treat it and
use it again,” Skardon said.
Skardon said he believes his
system could also help turn some
of the large volumes of wastewater
generated by food processing
plants into animal feed.
“You can have up to a million gallons of
water a day coming off a food processing
plant,” he said. “We can pick the
stream with the highest organic matter,
remove the solids and sell it as feed.”

These helpful bacteria may even be
able to play a role in the holy grail
of agricultural water treatment—
lowering nitrates in underground
water to the safe drinking water
standard of 10 parts per million.
“We had a meeting with the chief
engineer of the state drinking water
division, and he said if we could help the
farmers reopen some of the wells it would
make a huge difference,” Skardon said.
Strict regulations regarding drinking
water treatment might make it
impractical to use the tailwater system
to make high-nitrate well water fit
for human consumption, he said.
“In order to provide drinking water, all
the equipment that touches the water
has to be certified as free of lead and
other substances,” Skardon said, adding
that the treatment process also must
be approved by state regulators.
But he said the tailwater system could play
a role as a preliminary step to lower nitrates
before well water is treated by reverse
osmosis to reach the standard for drinking.

It leaves you with clean water and a brine that
is high in minerals, but not high in nitrates. The
nitrates are turned into nitrogen gas and CO2.
systems are scalable from 5 to 800
gallons per minute and can remove up to
99% of the nitrate in under two hours.”

“One Central Valley grower had high
nitrates in their well water,” Skardon
said. “Rather than drill a new well, he
can remove nitrates and arsenic and
then run it through reverse osmosis.
It leaves you with clean water and
a brine that is high in minerals, but
not high in nitrates. The nitrates are
turned into nitrogen gas and CO2.”

Farmers come to Skardon’s firm
with a recent water sample showing
nitrate, phosphorus, pH, conductivity
and turbidity, plus flow-rate
information showing the volume
of water required for treatment.

The advantage of removing nitrates
before reverse osmosis, he said,
would be that the process mitigates
the problem of having wastewater
with high levels of contaminants as a
byproduct of creating pure water.
Skardon said nitrate removal bioreactor
technology is adaptable for many uses,
and scalable for operations of many sizes.
“We design, build and operate nitrate
removal systems for wastewater and
well water applications,” he said “Our

The Tailwater Systems team then designs
a suitable bioreactor and either installs
it or, for larger projects, contracts for the
installation. Once the needed bacteria
are in the bioreactor, it takes them
from one to three weeks to colonize
the bioreactor and get the system
up and running, Skardon said.
BOB JOHNSON IS A REPORTER IN SACRAMENTO.
CONTACT AT BJOHN11135@GMAIL.COM.
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Farmers strive for irrigation uniformity so
the grapes ripen uniformly, Carpin said,
and keeping the water level and the soil
uniform helps in increasing uniformity.

Project Tests Ability
of Robot to Adjust
Irrigation Systems
WRITTEN BY: KATHY COATNEY FOR AGALERT®

It’s called Robotic-Assisted Precision Irrigation and Diagnostics—RAPID—and
University of California researchers hoped to finish an experiment in Central
Valley vineyards this summer, using a robot to adjust irrigation emitters on
grapvines. Then came the pandemic.
“Everything went off rail because of
COVID-19, so we will probably finish next
summer,” according to Stefano Carpin,
professor and chair of the Department
of Computer Science and Engineering at
UC Merced.

The project, which started in the summer
of 2016, received funding from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture as part of the
National Robotics Initiative of the National
Science Foundation. The idea for the
project came during the drought in 2015.

Carpin is collaborating on the RAPID
project with Ken Goldberg, a professor
at UC Berkeley; Josh Viers, professor of
civil and environmental engineering at
UC Merced; and Stavros Vougioukas,
professor of biological and agricultural
engineering at UC Davis.

The research started with grapes, Carpin
said, because the crop is sensitive and
depends on fine irrigation adjustments.
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“Growing grapes is an art and science,
and precision application of water is
critical to a successful crop,” he said.

“With vineyards, it was particularly
tricky because too much water leads
to bad wine,” he said. “So in a sense it
was walking this fine line. It was saying,
if you give it too little, you’re going to
overstress the vine, and it may end up
dying,” which he said could result in
large financial losses.
“When stress-irrigating, growers want to be
a tad below optimal irrigation,” Carpin said.
In their conversations with growers, he
and his colleagues learned that irrigation
uniformity can have its downsides.
For example, soils were irrigated the
same, whether sand or clay. One grower
commented it would be ideal if he could
adjust the amount of water delivered to
every vine—”customized irrigation, so to
speak,” he said.
Carpin said whenever he sees a problem,
his immediate response is to search for a
robotic solution. Often, it’s thought that
robotics are replacing employees, but in
agriculture that’s not necessarily so, he
stressed. Instead, robots are assisting
employees to be more productive.
Carpin and his colleagues are conducting
their research in the Central Valley
where, he said, the heat and dust
made for a good testing ground for
sensitive equipment to determine if
the robot would work well in different
environments.
They started the research by determining

how much water was in the soil, then
moved on to adjustable emitters, with the
next step being to develop a robot that
uses a robotic arm to adjust the emitters.

of the project that was supposed to have
been done this summer, Carpin said, but
the research had to be postponed for the
safety of researchers and students.

Because farmers already use technology
such as infrared sensing and drones to
monitor fields from the air to determine if
individual plants are receiving too much or
too little water, Carpin said, the research
team wanted to figure out how to adjust
irrigation based on these aerial images.

In their earlier studies, he said, one
limitation they found with the robot was it
didn’t have enough battery life to monitor
all the emitters.

Images from a drone identify areas
in the vineyard that are more or
less humid. With this information, a
baseline was established, then the
areas were identified that were over- or
underirrigated, so researchers knew
where to increase or decrease the water
flow. With this information, a map was
created to be used by the robot to adjust
the emitters.
Carpin said they also looked at how to
upgrade existing irrigation systems that
would be simple and cost effective.

“If you can only run for four hours, and
there are way too many places you have
to go, which ones are the places to go to
make the highest impact?” Carpin said—a
question they are still working on.
Carpin said the research has potential
applications in other crops as well, and it
could also help with nutrient adjustments

in vine and tree crops, allowing growers
to make precision application of nutrients
and saving time and money.
KATHY COATNEY IS A REPORTER IN BEND, OR.
CONTACT AT KACOATNEY@GMAIL.COM.

EXPERTS IN AG.
EXPERTS IN FINANCING.

Ultimately, they settled on retrofitting
existing irrigation systems with
inexpensive, variable-rate plastic emitters
that can be adjusted and cost about 20
cents each, Carpin said.
The next step was to determine how to
adjust them, Carpin said.

Buying, building, or making improvements,
American AgCredit is your agricultural
real estate expert.

“That’s where a robot would be deployed
that would slowly walk through the
vineyard with a robotic arm,” he said.
The robot, using a GPS receiver,
approaches the emitter and increases or
decreases the flow. That was the last part

Call 831.424.1756 today or visit AgLoan.com
A part of the Farm Credit System. Equal Opportunity Lender.
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Monterey County Served
as Inspiration for Farm
Worker Relief Package—But
Lawmakers and Advocates
Say More Help is Needed
REPRINTED FROM PENINSULA PRESS

On Sept. 28, California Governor Gavin Newsom signed legislation focused
specifically on farmworker health and safety during the pandemic. But some
advocates say more is needed to help this vulnerable population.
“Although (the bill) is a good start to
educate farmworkers and to bring about
awareness, we still need to tighten up
the bolts more,” Hernan Hernandez,
president of the California Farmworker
Federation said, saying that the bill is
“watered down.”
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Farmworkers, as essential, often poor
workers who live in overcrowded housing,
have been hit particularly hard by the
pandemic. The package aims to alleviate
those problems by promising better
enforcement of health guidelines, funding
an educational outreach campaign on

guidelines and sick leave, and requesting
more state-funded housing.
But in Monterey County, where twothirds of the nation’s lettuce is produced,
farmers and growers were already doing
most of the work that the package sets out
to accomplish.
A poster, in both English and Spanish,
describes how to prevent the spread
of Covid-19. The California Strawberry
Commission created and distributed this
poster and recommends that employers
put it at the entry of their farms.
“Having skilled, healthy workers is very
important,” said Carolyn O’Donnell,
communications director for the California
Strawberry Commission, a trade
association. “So we did all of this before
the legislation finally caught up.”
O’Donnell is a part of the Monterey
County Coalition of Agriculture, which
brought together farmers, farmworker
advocates, health experts and county

said throughout the agriculture industry
across the state of California, and so
that’s what compelled us to introduce
this first-in-the-nation COVID-19
farmworker relief package.”

officials starting in early March to address
the needs of farmers and farmworkers
during the pandemic. The group routinely
shares educational information, informed
by the health experts and made culturally
effective by the advocates, for farmers to
distribute to their workforces.
California Assemblymember Robert
Rivas, who introduced the legislation, said
that the industry in this county was very
“proactive” in establishing local safety
guidelines for agricultural workers.
“I give them a lot of credit, and I
commended them on their work that’s
really leading this effort,” Rivas said.
“Unfortunately, the same couldn’t be

The Grower-Shipper Association, for
example, created a housing program
for farmworkers who are exposed to
COVID-19. Under this program, the
association partners with hotels in
the county to fund housing for both
permanent and seasonal employees who
may have been exposed to the virus,
either at home or at work. Workers do
not need to have a positive test result to
qualify, which is easier for those who are
unsure how to navigate the healthcare
system or who are fearful of going to get
tested, Chris Valadez, president of the
Grower-Shipper Association, explained.
“We wanted our employers to be in the
position to be able to do something about
it – to help reduce the risks of any on
site or worksite COVID-19 transmission
by making housing available to ag
employees free of charge,” he said.
The Grower-Shipper program was the
blueprint for the state’s “Housing for the
Harvest” initiative, which began in July and
was extended as part of the farmworker
relief package. But, unlike Grower-Shipper,
the state requires either a positive test

result or proof of exposure to qualify.
Rivas pointed out that Monterey County
is not covered by the state’s housing
program. Areas like the Central Valley,
Central Coast and Imperial Valley, which
have higher numbers of agricultural
workers, are currently being prioritized,
according to the state.
“We’re still advocating for our region
to be a part of this program,” he said.
“Although the governor cited our region
and in the work we had done as being
the model that launched the statewide
program, we have yet to receive any
resources or any funding.”
But even with these measures,
farmworkers in Monterey County are still
getting sick, Rivas noted. The California
Institute for Rural Studies found that
agricultural workers in the county
were three times more likely to get the
virus than non-agricultural workers.
That means that for counties with less
industry support, the issue could be
even worse, Rivas said.
One weakness of the bill is that it relies
on the state’s occupational health and
safety branch to enforce its requirements,
Hernandez said, which means that
CONTINUES ON PAGE 10

One of our greatest challenges is trying to get these vulnerable residents the
resources and the help they need, but also ensuring that they step forward to
receive this help.
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Monterey County Served as Inspiration for Farm Worker Relief
Package—But Lawmakers and Advocates Say More Help is Needed
 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 09

workers would need to report violations
to the agency. But farmworkers who are
undocumented do not want to get involved
with the government at all for fear of
being deported, he explained, adding that
community-based organizations tend to
work better.
“Especially these past four years with
this federal administration, there’s more
fear, there’s more anxiety about really
trusting these institutions,” he said. “The
main fear is that… if they get benefits, if
they are part of this program, that their
name is going to be kept in the database

and then they’re not going to be able to
legalize themselves in the future.”
About half of U.S. farmworkers are
undocumented, according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. The Center
for Farmworker Families estimates that in
California, it’s about 75%.
“One of our greatest challenges is trying
to get these vulnerable residents the
resources and the help they need, but
also ensuring that they step forward to
receive this help… because of this fear of
deportation,” Rivas said. The educational

The educational component of the bill will reach
all agricultural workers and will emphasize that
workers have the right to reach out to Cal OSHA
regardless of immigration status.
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component of the bill will reach all
agricultural workers, he explained, and
will emphasize that workers have the right
to reach out to Cal OSHA “regardless of
immigration status.”
While industry leaders plan to continue
creating their own programs for
protecting workers, Rivas and farmworker
advocates plan to keep pushing for
governmental action.
“Overall, we’re grateful that it happened,
but now we got to continue with the
policy changes,” Hernandez said. “And I
think COVID-19 has a lot of opportunities
to influence policy.”
“We’ve got to do a lot more in Sacramento,
we’ve got to do a lot more at the local
level, to ensure that we’re providing these
resources and expanding opportunities
for the incredibly vulnerable families and
workers in our state,” Rivas said.
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Rethinking Methane
PUBLISHED BY THE CLEAR CENTER, UC DAVIS

greenhouse gases from other sectors such
as transport.

Researchers from the University of California, Davis are rethinking
methane and showing that climate neutrality is withing reach for the
California dairy sector.
Methane (CH4) is a potent greenhouse gas
that is 25-28 times stronger than carbon
dioxide (CO2) – the primary greenhouse
gas driving climate change in California
– but how it influences actual warming
is much different, according to a white
paper released {September 2nd} by UC
Davis professors Frank Mitloehner, Ph.D.,
and Ermias Kebreab, Ph.D., along with
Michael Boccadoro, executive director of
Dairy Cares. The publication, “Methane,
Cows, and Climate Change: California
Dairy’s Pathway to Climate Neutrality,”
examines recent literature from leading
climate scientists and its implication for the
California dairy sector.
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Methane is a short-lived climate pollutant
and exists in our atmosphere for 12 years
before it’s broken down. This means, when
a constant rate of methane is emitted
for more than 12 years, one molecule
in effect replaces a previously emitted
molecule that has since been removed. In
other words, methane isn’t accumulating
in the atmosphere. Currently, the main
accounting method used for measuring
the climate impacts of greenhouse gases
does not describe how individual gases,
such as methane warm – or cool – the
climate over time. That oversight leads to
a misinterpretation of methane’s role in
warming the climate, while also ignoring
possible solutions that could offset

“We have been looking at methane
incorrectly when it comes to reducing
warming,” said Mitloehner, a professor
and air quality specialist for Cooperative
Extension in the Department of Animal
Science at the University of California,
Davis and head of the Clarity and
Leadership for Environmental Awareness
and Research (CLEAR) Center at UC
Davis. “While more potent than the
most prevalent greenhouse gas carbon
dioxide, methane is a short-lived climate
pollutant, staying in our atmosphere for
about 12 years before it’s broken down
and removed. On the other hand, carbon
dioxide remains in our atmosphere
for centuries, with new emissions
accumulating on top of those previously
emitted, making it the main driver of
climate change.”
According to the white paper, which
examined historic dairy production in that
state, California dairy farms have already
stabilized methane emissions, which is a
critical step to achieving climate neutrality
and global climate goals. The authors
explain, that as dairies continue to achieve
further methane emission reductions, then
they can create negative warming, also
referred to as “cooling.”
California – the fifth-largest economy
in the world – is responsible for about
1 percent of all global greenhouse gas
emissions. More than 80 percent of

California’s greenhouse gas emissions
come from fossil fuel users such as the
transportation (41 percent), industrial
(23 percent) and power-generating (16
percent) sectors. Even though California
is the United States’ largest agricultural
producer – producing fruits, vegetables,
nuts, livestock, and other essential foods
for much of the nation and the world –
the agricultural sector’s greenhouse gas
contribution is roughly 8 percent of the
state’s total greenhouse gas emissions. Of
this, California’s largest-in-the-nation dairy
sector accounts for 4 percent of the state’s
total greenhouse gas emissions.
To its credit, the state has established goals
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by
40 percent by 2030, 80 percent by 2050,
as it works toward a goal of “net-zero”
carbon emissions by 2045.

reduction of manure-related methane
(below 2013 levels), as projects are
implemented in the next few years.
Continued progress in these areas will be
necessary for the state’s dairy production
sector to reach the point at which they are
no longer adding to global warming. This is
known as climate neutrality.
“Reducing methane emissions and
achieving climate neutrality is no small
undertaking,” said Kebreab, who holds
the Sesnon Endowed Chair in Sustainable
Animal Agriculture at the University of
California, Davis. “California is among the
most efficient producers of milk and dairy
products, and its life cycle carbon footprint
(per gallon of milk produced) is among
the lowest of any region in the world.

Further reductions will be accelerated
as dairy methane reduction projects are
implemented and feed additives become
widely available. For other dairy regions, a
critical first step will be to achieve similar
levels of production efficiency (more
milk with fewer cows) to begin stabilizing
methane emissions and work toward
climate neutrality. The impact of such an
accomplishment would have profound
global climate effects.”
The white paper identifies methane as an
important mitigation opportunity. As well,
if follows research on notable differences
among individual greenhouse gases and
their impact on climate change by leading
scientists at the Oxford Martin School and
Environmental Change Institute at the
University of Oxford.

Given great efficiencies, plus a decrease
in the number of cows and total milk
production in recent years, the amount
of methane emitted by California dairies
is less today than it was in 2008. Simply
put, California dairy farms are adding less
methane today than they did 12 years ago,
meaning more methane is being broken
down than is being emitted into the
atmosphere.
California dairy farmers are making
further progress in reducing the amount
of methane emissions released into
the environment by installing anerobic
digesters designed to capture methane,
or through other projects like compost
pack barns and solid separators, which are
designed to reduce methane production
on farms. According to the California
Department of Food and Agriculture,
efforts to date will result in a 25 percent
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Stop Denying Impact of Fuel in Big Fires
REPRINTED FROM “OUR OPINION” IN CAPITAL PRESS

There are no adjectives that adequately
describe the devastation that wildfires
have brought to the West in the last
months. A least 33 people are known to
have died in the fires, and the damage to
lives, livelihoods and property cannot be
calculated.
Western governors – Kate Brown {OR}, Jay
Inslee {WA}, and Gavin Newsom {CA} –
were quick to place the blame on climate
change. Citing climate change tells not
even half the story.
Dry conditions certainly are a contributing
factor in the spread of the fires. The real
culprit is the decades-long increase in
the understory fuel load that feeds these
massive fires. And this fuel load has been
allowed to build because of a combination
of public policy and environmental
lawsuits that have severely reduced
logging on public lands and efforts
such as prescribed burns and selective
thinning to treat the problem.
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Fire is a natural part of the forest ecology.
Low-intensity fires periodically cleared
out the grasses, brush and small trees
that flourish in the understory. The
government aggressively fights wildfires
on public lands, which is completely
warranted when those fires threaten
people and private property.

the federal government’s main preventive
approach to the problem, but even the
largest of these projects that span 10,000
acres or more are modest compared to
the 160 million acres the U.S. Forest
Service manages in the West.

Without fire the forests have become
more densely packed with vegetation.

And in many cases it takes years to get
these projects through regulatory and
court challenges that attend any action on
public lands.

Thinning and prescribed burning of
dense stands within national forests is

So, when the forest catches fire the dense
understory causes it to burst into the

We know how to prevent big fires today, and that’s
by removing the fuel – whether by letting more
fires burn, cutting more timber, prescribed burns,
elective thinning, or a combination thereof.

Rapid COVID-19 Testing Comes to

SALINAS!

ARCpoint Labs of Salinas
635 Sanborn Place, Suite 24
Salinas, CA 93901

canopy. Add the 60 mph winds that drove
the fires in the Northwest {in September},
and you have a conflagration of epic
proportions.

(831) 975-4313
COVID-19 Appointments:

www.labtestsalinas.com

Yes, dry conditions have played a part in
this drama.
Putting the blame on climate change is
convenient for progressive politicians who
have a policy agenda. But implementing
all of the climate legislation dreamed up
by environmentalists would not impact
the existing climate for decades, if at all.
Remember, though, that fire has been
part of the forest for millennia. Even if the
climate could be returned to some ideal
“norm,” today’s forests would still burn,
and burn intensely.
We know how to prevent big fires today,
and that’s by removing the fuel – whether
by letting more fires burn, cutting
more timber, prescribed burns, elective
thinning, or a combination thereof.
Fuel deniers need to stop using fire to
push another agenda.

WE’RE EXPANDING!
ARCpoint Labs of Monterey
Bay, Monterey County’s
foremost lab for COVID-19
testing, is expanding its
operations.

We will also unveil a special
kit to test to see if you have
the flu, the common cold or
COVD-19, and will offer rapid
COVID-19 testing.

We’re opening a new lab
facility in October to better
serve the Salinas community
as well as agriculture and
other industries.

If you have questions about
ARCpoint Labs COVID-19
testing, go to
www.labtestsalinas.com
or call (831) 975-4313
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Another Successful
Golf Tournament
Amidst Pandemic
Limitations!
On October 22nd, the 20th Annual Bill Barker Memorial Golf
Tournament was held at Bayonet & Black Horse Courses in
Seaside. Working with the course management, we were able
to hold this event under new limitations and restrictions to
protect everyone’s health and safety.

Limited to 200 players, with 186 playing between the two courses, the afternoon
sun broke out about noon and a perfect golf afternoon was enjoyed by all.
Most players rode individual carts, were advised of social distancing and mask
requirements, and other adjustments in course play.
To compensate for the inability to hold our traditional social hour and awards
banquet after course play, three food stations on each course provided fish tacos,
sliders, and spicy chicken sandwiches, along with beverages of choice. No one
walked away hungry!
There were the usual hole-in one competitions on each course, which again this
year, no golfer won. We thank Salinas Valley Ford for their F-150 pickup and My
Chevrolet for their Blazer SUV vehicle “loans.” Maybe next year we will finally have
a vehicle hole-in-one winner!
Best of all, players in the tournament enjoyed an afternoon outside, generally
without masks. The best part of this day is enjoying time away from all of the other
distractions in our lives.

We thank our generous Gold Event Sponsors who supported Farm
Bureau again this year and helped to make our event a success
with funding for our scholarship program and the Bill Barker
Memorial Fund that contributes to three Farm Day events.
Alliant Insurance Services
Booth Machinery
Braga Fresh Family Farms
California American Water
Driscoll’s Inc.
Duda Farm Fresh Foods
Foothill Packing
General Farm Investment
Hastie Financial Services
Henry Hibino Farms, LLC
Holaday Seed Company
King City Nursery
L.A. Hearne Company
Nationwide Insurance
Orradre Farming

Pacific Ag Rentals
PlantTape
RAM Trucking
RDO Equipment
Rio Farms
Salinas Valley Tire
Seteco
Steinbeck Country Produce
Sturdy Oil Company
Tanimura & Antle
Toro Petroleum
Tri Cal, Inc.
Triangle Farms
Valley Farm Management
Wilbur Ellis
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Acronym Overload
WRITTEN BY: AUSTIN SNEDDEN FOR VALLEY AG VOICE

Eventually we may see the day when we only communicate in acronyms. Oil
industry guys love acronyms, as well as military personnel and government
agencies. When I talk to these folks, I don’t want to look uninformed and
ask for a translation book, so I just have a blank stare on my face as I try to
jam words on to all those letters. Meanwhile, I didn’t hear anything said
after the acronym that triggered the puzzle solving. The problem is, we only
have twenty-six letters in the alphabet (if you have read any of my articles,
you know that my limited vocabulary poses little threat to overusing the
alphabet) so some of these acronyms are the same for different things.

For some of us, this acronym confusion
came to a head when “black lives matter”
(BLM) came to the forefront. The federal
government is the largest landowner in
the western United States, so when many
of us hear “BLM” we think of Bureau of
Land Management. Ironically enough,
the land baron of the BLM has a pretty
expansive law enforcement wing. So,
when many of us non “woke” folks heard
of BLM protesting police brutality, we
kind of scratched our heads.
I guess if I am talking about fabricated
terminology, I shouldn’t use the word
“woke.” I was hearing it and recently
educated myself on it. It is a slang term
that means being awakened to injustice
in society. Upon learning this, I realized
that it is apparently possible to be
culturally sophisticated and awakened
to societal injustices, while at the same
time being completely un-“woke” to
grammar and language. After doing
some research as to which types of
people are “woke,” it is apparent based
on the pictures that it is one thing to
be awakened to societal issues, but to
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be fully “woke,” one must completely
embrace the skinny jean and man bun.
One of the acronyms that got me for
a while was POTUS, meaning the
President of the United States. It is hard
to think that the term “the president”
was causing overexertion or confusion.
I think what really incentivized the
acronym culture was certain social media
platforms that limit the number of letters
you can use in a post. Although I don’t
use that media platform, these acronym
tactics quickly transferred to emails
and test messages. TTYL, BRB, IDK, J/K,
LOL, BFF. I have to go to my children for
translation, and new ones are always
coming along. Possibly, my frustration
comes from my inability to get my own
acronyms for certain phrases to take
off. For some reason I can’t seem to get
people on board abbreviating phrases
such as: “Cattle Ranchers Are People,”
“Functional Agricultural Round Table,”
“Livestock Associated Management
Exercises,” “Future Agriculture Initiatives
League,” or “Stock Horse in Trailer.”

Maybe I am behind the curve when it
comes to ranch efficiency; maybe we
should be using more acronyms. In a
time-sensitive situation, why waste a whole
sentence on, “you better hustle, that cow
is looking to come out the gate,” when you
can simply state YBHTCILTCOTG! Instead of
telling my dad, “that old red checked cow
calved in the north pasture,” maybe I will
just simply give him a TORCCCITNP.
The confusion with some of these acronyms
is that when sounded out phonetically,
they sound almost identical to some of
the words I utter when I bump my head
ducking under the goose neck trailer. When
I hit my shin on a trailer hitch, maybe I can
tell my kids that all those words they heard
coming from me were just acronyms.
Maybe we can just agree to only make
acronyms for things that need it. If you
utter any salty language when you
acronym your shin on the trailer hitch,
just tell those sensitive ears you were
taking about the “Direct Agricultural
Management Necessities.”

Monterey County Farm Bureau
P.O. Box 1449

Salinas, CA 93902

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Phone: 831.751.3100

Email: administration@montereycfb.com
Office Hours: 7:30am – 4:30pm (M-F)

SERVING MONTEREY COUNTY AGRICULTURE SINCE 1917

Agriculture Law
Business & Taxation
Construction
Creditor’s Rights
Estate Planning
Labor & Employment
Litigation
Personal Injury
Public Agencies
Real Estate & Land Use

Client Focused. Relationship Driven.
A Tradition of Excellence Since 1928.
333 Salinas Street, Salinas, CA 93901 831.424.1414
470 Camino El Estero, Monterey, CA 93940 831.373.3622
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